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Abstract

One of the most crucial aspects of the design of sensor networks is provisioning of efficient query resolution and

resource discovery. In many cases sensor networks are expected to be large-scale, and in some cases these sensors maybe

installed on moving objects, rendering the query resolution problem even more challenging. Flooding techniques, in-

cluding global flooding or expanding ring search techniques, may be very inefficient in large-scale networks, especially

in wireless (spatial) networks where the diameter of the network tends to be quite high. More so is the case when queries

are one-shot and frequent.

In this study, a novel architecture is presented for query resolution in large-scale mobile sensor networks. A salient

feature of our architecture is that it takes advantage of mobility to increase the efficiency of query resolution. The

architecture borrows from the concept of small worlds and introduces the concept of contacts that act as short cuts to

reduce the degrees of separation between the sources of the query and the targeted objects. Contacts are initially chosen

from nearby neighbors, as they move away they discover new neighbors and hence become more effective in query

resolution. Unlike conventional approaches for routing protocols, our primary design goal is not to optimize routes or

response delays, but to reduce communication overhead. This is particularly important in energy-constraint environ-

ments, as are many sensor networks, particularly for one-shot queries, where the communication is short lived. We

design our protocols to be scalable, self-configuring, and highly adaptive to mobility. In fact, it utilizes mobility.

We evaluate our protocols through extensive simulations and present a detailed analysis of its performance. We

further compare our approach to other query resolution protocols. Our results clearly indicate the drastic improvement

obtained by using contacts, especially in high mobility scenarios. For non-replicated objects, we obtain 60–70% im-

provement over zone routing approaches, 80–90% improvement in communication overhead over flooding, and even

greater improvements over expanding ring search approaches. Our protocols respond extremely well to replication, as

the number of transmitted packets per query drops significantly.
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1. Introduction

�Sensor networks� is a new and emerging field

with many potential applications. The design of

sensor networks, unlike traditional computer
ed.
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1 Note that energy to provide mobility may exceed the

communication overhead. In the situations we target, however,

we assume that mobility is either provided by the sensor-

carrying person or object (e.g., animal), or that provisioning of

mobility (e.g., in robots) is done by a separate source that can

not be shared with the communication subsystem in the wireless

sensor, or that mobility is already part of the robots task or

mission.
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networks, is geared towards specific applications,

or classes of applications that have common char-

acteristics. Those characteristics may vary widely

from one application-domain to another, in terms

of communication and query semantics, energy-

constraints, capabilities and mobility patterns,
among others. As such it is quite hard (and some-

times even undesirable) to design general protocols

for all operating conditions. Design of sensor net-

works can, and in fact should, take advantage of

domain-specific information. Many such domain-

specific sensor networks are designed to collect and

disseminate data upon request, and may be viewed

as databases. Hence, one of the most crucial as-
pects of the design of sensor networks is provi-

sioning of efficient query resolution and resource

discovery. Examples of query resolution include

searching for sensor readings of a given value (or

range) or sensors with certain capabilities. In many

cases, sensor networks are expected to be large-

scale, consisting potentially of thousands of nodes,

and in some cases these sensors maybe installed on
moving objects, rendering the query resolution

problem even more challenging. Examples of such

cases include networks of distributed robots, and

person, animal or object monitoring/tracking,

among others.

Semantics of data collection and query may be

quite different for different applications and situ-

ations. For example, queries maybe continuous or
one-shot. For continuous queries the interest in

the data collected may extend over periods of time

beyond the query time. Also queries may be fre-

quent or infrequent, simple or complex (asking for

multiple pieces of information that may exist on

multiple sensors). The data may also be unique or

replicated.

Our design goal is to provide efficient query
resolution for one-shot, frequent, simple queries.

In addition, our protocols should be able to re-

spond well to data replication when applicable.

We do not assume dependence on availability or

precision of any location or geographic informa-

tion. That is, we assume that node, data, and in-

terest locations are unavailable, partially available

or imprecise (such that geographic routing cannot
be used), or that the boundaries of the network are

unknown or dynamic (due to node mobility) such
that consistent location hashes cannot be used to

store-retrieve information. In other words, there

is no fixed frame of reference to provide a rendez-

vous mechanism between producers and consum-

ers of data. This renders our architecture applicable

even in cases where location (e.g., GPS) informa-
tion is not available (e.g., indoors or for very small

sensors). Taking advantage of location informa-

tion if and when it becomes available is not ad-

dressed in our study, and can be potentially

pursued in future work. So, for this work we as-

sume that location information is not available.

In such situations, simple approaches of flood-

ing may be used. Flooding techniques, including
global flooding or expanding ring search tech-

niques, may be very inefficient in large-scale net-

works, especially in wireless (spatial) networks

where the diameter of the network tends to be

quite high. More so is the case when queries are

one-shot, and for potentially replicated objects.

In sensor networks, data tend to be of low-

bandwidth and volume, and hence communication
due to inefficient control protocols (e.g., query

resolution) are likely to dominate the overall cost

of communication. Also, in many cases of sensor

networks, energy consumption of communication

far exceeds that of processing. 1 Since wireless

sensors, in general, have very limited power, it

becomes essential to provide efficient control pro-

tocols for query resolution. This is the problem we
address in our study.

We present a novel architecture for query res-

olution in large-scale mobile sensor networks, for

the aforementioned environments. We refer to

our architecture as mobility-assisted resolution of

queries (MARQ). In this architecture each node

uses a proactive protocol to maintain information

about other nodes in its zone, up to R hops away.
Each node also maintains information about a



2 Availability of such location information may simplify our

architecture. Studying such simplifications is part of on-going

and future work.
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small number of nodes farther away, called con-

tacts. A challenging problem is to choose and

maintain useful contacts with reasonable over-

head. For that we introduce a mobility-assisted

contact selection protocol, coupled with a light-

weight maintenance mechanism. During a query,
instead of using flooding to search for an answer,

only the contacts are queried for information they

maintain about their zones. The contacts may in

turn query their contacts, and so on, until the

answer is found. A salient feature of our archi-

tecture is that it takes advantage of mobility to

select far away contacts to increase the efficiency of

query resolution. The architecture borrows from
the concept of small worlds [1–4,16] and intro-

duces the concept of contacts that act as short cuts

to reduce the degrees of separation between the

sources of the query and the targeted objects.

Degrees of separation in this context represent the

number of nodes (or contacts) to query before

reaching the target. Contacts are initially chosen

from nearby neighbors, as they move away they
discover new neighbors and hence become more

effective in query resolution. Unlike traditional

approaches for routing protocols, our architec-

tural design goal is not route optimization, but

reducing communication overhead. This is espe-

cially useful in energy-constraint environments, as

are many sensor networks, particularly for one-

shot queries, where the discovered route is not
used for extended communication and the con-

nection is short-lived.

We make a conscious design choice of trading

off route and delay optimality for reduction in

overall communication overhead. We borrow

from existing work on zone routing, but extend

beyond that work to provide much more efficient

query resolution by using contacts and by chang-
ing the design trade-offs as mentioned above.

Major contributions of this work lie in the in-

troduction of the concept of contacts as short cuts

in the wireless network (that attempt to construct a

small world), and the proposal of novel mobility-

assisted protocols for contact selection and main-

tenance (MACS). That is in addition to the drastic

improvement in query resolution overhead.
We evaluate our protocols through extensive

simulations and present a detailed analysis of its
performance. We further compare our approach

to other query resolution protocols. Our results

clearly indicate the drastic improvement obtained

by using contacts, especially in high mobility sce-

narios. For non-replicated objects, we obtain 60–

70% improvement over edge-of-zone flooding
(ZRP-like [12]), 70–90% improvement in commu-

nication overhead over probabilistic and simple

flooding, and even more improvement over ex-

panding ring search approaches. These improve-

ments are enhanced significantly further with

replication.

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows.

Section 2 provides an overview of the contact-
based architecture. Section 3 introduces the mo-

bility-assisted contact selection protocol. Section 4

gives elaborate description of the contact-based

query mechanisms. Evaluation and comparison

simulation experiments and analysis of results is

detailed in Section 5. Related work is discussed in

Section 6. Section 7 concludes and provides future

work directions.
2. Contact-based architecture overview

First we start by stating our assumptions and

the context in which our architecture is applicable;

then we provide an overview of our contact-based

architecture.

2.1. Assumptions

First, we state the assumptions upon which our

architecture is built. (1) The source of the query

may not know the ID of the target node that holds

the resource. (2) Nodes only have local knowledge

of their neighbors (e.g., using 1 hop Hello or data
link connectivity). (3) Nodes do not know their own

location or any other geographical location of any

other node (i.e., our architecture does not require

GPS or any other GPS-less distance estimation

techniques). 2 (4) Infrastructure-less network:
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we assume there are no well-known servers or

landmarks.

These assumptions differentiate our work from

other works that require any of the above ele-

ments.

2.2. Architectural overview

We propose what we call a loosely coupled

simple hierarchy. It is loosely coupled because each

node has its own view of the network (its zone), and

it is simple because there are no complex coordi-

nation mechanisms to elect cluster-heads or lead-

ers. In our architecture, each node knows a number
of neighboring nodes in a neighborhood or zone.

The zone may be defined, for example, by a number

of hops R. Information about nodes within the

zone are obtained by an intra-zone link state pro-

tocol. Outside of the zone, a node may maintain (a

small number of) contacts. A contact is chosen at r
hops distance from the selecting node. The contact

may be maintained up to rmax hops away. The idea
behind the contacts stems from the small world

concept [16], for increased coverage and reach-

ability of other nodes. A contact outside a node�s
zone will also have its own zone, thus providing an

extended view of the network. This is shown in Fig.

1. Our architecture is not to be confused with other

cluster-head or landmark based hierarchies. In our
R

R

R

R

S

contactcontact

contact

S: Selector Node
R: zone radius (in hops)

Fig. 1. A node in the contact-based architecture chooses a

small number of contacts outside its zone to increase its net-

work view during query resolution or resource discovery.
scheme there is virtually no coordination between

nodes in a zone. There are no special nodes, whose

failure or movement may incur significant re-

configuration overhead. By contrast, we shall show

that our scheme incurs non-significant overhead

with mobility.
The main components of our architecture in-

clude: (a) zone establishment, (b) contact selection

and maintenance and (c) query processing and

forwarding.

Zone establishment is performed by each node

independently by sending link state messages to R
hops away. We call R the zone radius. For zone

establishment we use mechanisms similar to those
in ZRP [9–12]. Alternatively, other energy-efficient

link state [15] mechanisms may be used.

In this paper, we focus on the remaining com-

ponents of the architecture; namely contact selec-

tion and maintenance and query processing and

forwarding. We think of contacts as short cuts to

the outside world (i.e., out-of-zone), that provide

useful information when needed. To reduce the
discovery delay these contacts are established in

anticipation of queries. With network dynamics

and mobility it may be quite expensive to establish

and maintain routes to all far away contacts. In-

stead, we propose to establish candidate contacts

from within the zone. As these candidates move

out of the zone they become contacts and can be

used in the query process, thus taking advantage
of mobility. One unique feature of our architecture

is that its performance improves with increased

mobility, as we shall show in the evaluation sec-

tion.

Not all nodes in the network need to establish

contacts. In fact, if all nodes establish contacts this

may constitute a large overhead for large-scale

networks. Only a small subset of nodes, called se-
lectors, independently choose to establish contacts.

Selectors are not fixed, but are dynamic and may be

chosen (in a distributed manner, without extra

overhead) in a way that achieves load balancing. A

selector keeps a list of (a subset of) its zone borders,

and chooses its contacts from those border nodes

that move out of the zone. This choice takes ad-

vantage of zone information to attempt to reduce
overlap between contact zones. Once the contact is

out-of-zone a simple contact discovery mechanism
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is invoked to keep track of it. Routes maintained to

contacts are loose (perhaps sub-optimal) routes.

Since each node knows about neighboring nodes

up to R hops away through the zone maintenance

protocol, the contact route (that has initial length

of R hops) may be extended up to R2 hops without
any extra overhead as the nodes en-route move

away. This is explained further in Section 3.2. Once

a contact (or one of its en-route nodes) moves too

far away, then the contact is dropped and another

is chosen. We investigate the choice of the number

of selectors, contacts and the value of R as part

of our study.

Once these contacts are chosen they may be
used in the query process for resource discovery. A

querying node sends messages to its contacts, and

their contacts and their contacts, so on, up to

maximum contact level or until the object is found.

We introduce mechanisms to prevent loops and re-

visits of already-searched zones.

We evaluate our protocol through extensive

simulations and compare it to various other ap-
proaches for resource discovery, including flood-

ing, expanding ring search (and its variants), and

the border-casting (or edge-flooding) approach. 3

We evaluate the query success ratio and the total

overhead (due to query and the architecture), and

use them as basis of our comparison. We note that

the zone and contact establishment and mainte-

nance vary with mobility and simulation time and
are amortized over the number of queries per-

formed (which is in turn a function of the query

rate). We consider all these factors in our evalua-

tion and show for which range of query rates and

mobility our approach is best suited.
4 In small world analysis on relational graphs it is suggested
3. Mobility-assisted contact selection

One of the main challenges that we need to

address in our architecture is the effect of mobility
3 Border-casting was introduced for the zone routing proto-

col ZRP [9]. Although designed for routing, we believe that the

general approach is also attractive for resource discovery. We

study a variant of ZRP/border-casting that we refer to as �edge-
flooding� (Efld) in this document.
and its dynamics on contacts. We pose this chal-

lenge in the form of the following question. How

will contacts be selected with reasonable overhead

under mobility conditions to significantly reduce

query overhead? To attempt to answer this ques-

tion we propose a mobility-assisted contact selec-
tion (MACS) scheme.

The problem of contact selection is challenging

for two main reasons. First, mobility seems an

adversary, providing sometimes random node

movement and contributing to link and path fail-

ures. Second, the selecting node is likely to know

little or no information about the mobility char-

acteristics and capabilities of nodes in far away
regions of the network, and hence may not be

able to make intelligent decisions as to which node

may be useful to resolve a query. We argue that in

order to achieve significant reduction of query

overhead contacts need not be randomly placed in

the network (a concept that follows from the small

world concept 4). This argument is substantiated

by our results later in the paper. We instead pro-
pose a scheme that selects contacts from the se-

lector�s zone, and tracks those contacts as

they drift out-of-zone. This idea is illustrated in

Fig. 2.

Our proposed scheme takes advantage of mo-

bility. In our approach, a selecting node, S, makes

initial selection of a list of candidate contacts

(CCs) from its own zone. These are nodes that lie
within R hops away. S knows routes to these nodes

via intra-zone routing. This way, S may also col-

lect information about CCs� mobility or abilities.

This information may be piggybacked over the

intra-zone link state exchange. The future contacts

are to be chosen from this list of CCs. Once these

candidate contacts move out-of-zone, overlap be-

tween their zones and S�s zone will be reduced and
that adding a few �random� links achieves significant reduction
in degrees of separation. Degrees of separation in our case is the

number of intermediate contacts to query before reaching the

target. In [16], we show that for wireless networks (that belong

to spatial graphs with boundaries) placement of contacts may

be restricted in distance while still achieving significant reduc-

tion in degrees of separation. Treatment of this problem is out

of scope of this document.
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Fig. 2. Example of zoning, contacts and effect of mobility: (a) Zone for source node S is shown (with radius R). Border nodes are
numbered (1–7). Nodes 1, 3 and 6 are moving/drifting out-of-zone. (b) Radii for the drifting nodes are shown. S stays in contact with

the drifting nodes, which enables it to obtain better network coverage with low overhead. (c) After moving away, contact nodes drift up

to a point where their zones no longer intersect with S�s zone. In this example, S maintains contact with those nodes not more than

(2Rþ 1) hops away, i.e., nodes 3 and 6, and loses contact with node 1 as it drifts farther than the contact zone.
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the added network view (or coverage) will be sig-

nificant, as shown in Fig. 2. Following we describe
in more detail the contact selection, maintenance

and their integration.
S

Lower Eviction Boundary
              (LEB)

Contact

Evicted

At1

At2

At4

At3

Bt1

Contact

Bt2

Bt4

Evicted

Fig. 3. Promotion and eviction boundaries for S: nodes A and B
originally in S�s zone, get promoted at time t2 when they cross

the promotion boundary (PB), then they get evicted from the

contact list at time t4 when they cross the lower or upper

eviction boundary.
3.1. Contact selection

A selector node, S, starts selecting a list of

candidate contacts (CCs) from the zone (i.e.,

within R hops). Based on its mobility pattern, a

node on the CCs list may get promoted to contact

or get dropped (or evicted) from the candidacy list

based on promotion/eviction rules. By mobility

pattern we mean the sequence of distances (in
hops) between these candidates and the selecting

node, over time. When and if a candidate crosses

the promotion boundary (PB) it is considered a

contact and may be queried during searches. Once

a contact crosses the upper or lower eviction

boundaries (UEB, LEB) it is evicted from the

contact list and is not queried in further searches

(see Fig. 3). That is, if a node moves too far away
(beyond the eviction boundary) it is harder to

maintain, whereas if it comes closer to S its new

zone may overlap with that of S, and is evicted in
both cases. We investigate two contact selection

protocols called border-based and neighbor pre-

diction-based contact selection protocols.
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Border based contact selection protocol: Selec-

tion of candidate contacts is done from nodes at R
hops, i.e., at the border of the zone. Nodes R hops

away are tracked, i.e., S keeps track of its move-

ment/distance over time. If border nodes move

closer to S, they are evicted. If they cross the
promotion boundary, those candidates become

contacts. When the contacts cross an eviction

boundary they are evicted.

Neighbor prediction-based contact selection pro-

tocol: This protocol takes advantage of the fact

that S readily knows the routes/hop distance to

nodes within its zone (i.e., within R hops away). It

also takes advantage of the likelihood that (even in
random way point movement) mobility often re-

mains constant for short periods. In this protocol,

node S selects neighbors (those nodes that are 1

hop away) to track their movement. When a

neighbor node becomes 2 hops away, then 3 hops

away, this sequence may indicate that this neigh-

bor is heading out-of-zone and has a high proba-

bility to continue moving away. Other neighbors,
that do not show this consistency in mobility, may

take longer (if ever) to get to the desirable region

and thus waste more resources before becoming

useful, and so are evicted from the CCs list. We

expect this simple prediction scheme to help

identify good candidates that have higher proba-

bility of becoming contacts in the case where there

is regular mobility pattern. But in case of random
movement, as our initial results show [16] this

prediction scheme may not prove advantageous
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Fig. 4. The local route discovery protocol (a) Z is at the border of S�s z
longer within S�s zone, but it highly likely to exist in B�s zone. The ro

Only loose routing may be kept by S without the need to update the

en-route in its zone, then S can route to Z. This dampens route oscil
over the border selection scheme, but will lead to

delays in contact selection. For the rest of this

paper we use a border based contact selection

scheme.

3.2. Contact maintenance

As the CCs move, S keeps track of their dis-

tance (in hops) through intra-zone routing, and

when they move out-of-zone a lightweight local

route discovery mechanism is used (see Fig. 4).

The precise route need not be kept at all times, but

only a loose route is maintained to reduce main-

tenance overhead. So long as every node en-route
to the contact has the next node en-route in its

zone (i.e., at most R hops away), then S can route

to the contact.

3.3. Integrating selection and maintenance

In order to reduce overlaps and gaps between

S�s zone and the zones of its contacts we use two
heuristics. First, we note that the initial route to

the contact is of R hops (e.g., S–A–B–Z as in Fig.

4(a)), which may be allowed to grow up to R2 hops

without extra overhead (as shown in Fig. 4(c)). On

average, a contact will be at Rþ ðR2 � RÞ=2 hops

away, with overlap or gap (between S�s zone and

the contact�s zone) of jðR2 � 3RÞ=2j. So in order to

minimize the overlap or gap we set R ¼ 3 (this also
incurs very reasonable link state overhead for

the zone [12]). Second, in order to reduce overlap
act

R

R
S

Z
contact

A

B

R

(c)

one with a route �S–A–B–Z�. Z is moving out-of-zone. (b) Z is no

ute �S–A–B–C–Z� is identified and Z is selected as a contact. (c)

exact route, so long as each node en-route has the next node

lations and reduces overhead.
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between the contacts� zones, S chooses contacts to

which it has disjoint routes.

Based on this scheme we use a simplified version

of the border selection scheme that incurs very low

overhead and has proven to perform very well. We

use a promotion boundary and lower eviction
boundary of R, and an upper eviction boundary (of

at most R2) depending on the connectivity between

nodes en-route to the contact. In this version, a

selector node keeps track of the border nodes;

nodes that are exactly R hops away. This infor-

mation is readily available through the intra-zone

exchange. Every time a link state update changes

route information about a border node, the new
information is checked against the old information.

If the update leads to a previous border (say node

Z) disappearing from S�s routing tables, then this

indicates that Z has moved out-of-zone and it be-

comes a potential contact. The local route discov-

ery protocol (described previously) is performed to

establish a new route to the contact, Z. The selector
node, S, sends a self-monitoring message to what
used to be the (last hop) node leading to Z, say
node B, if reachable. The self-monitoring message

creates state in the nodes en-route to Z (e.g., nodes

A and B in Fig. 4). It is highly likely that Z will be in

B�s zone, and the self-monitoring state will be es-

tablished in about R nodes. As the nodes move, the

path leading to Z may be kept up to R2 hops,

without the need to exchange any additional mes-
sages. If Z is not in B�s zone then B sends a remove

monitor message back to the selector. The self-

monitoring state established in the nodes contains

the next and previous hops on the path to Z, e.g.,
the self-monitoring state in B includes A as the

previous hop and Z as the next hop. If the self-

monitoring state exists in a node, it is checked with

every route change. If the previous node on the
path is not in-zone, then the node removes the self-

monitoring state. Otherwise, if the next node on the

path is out-of-zone, a remove monitor message is

sent to the previous node. This message is propa-

gated back to the selector node and eradicates the

self-monitoring state in the previous nodes on the

path. It causes the selector, S to evict the contact, Z.
Also, if Z moves back into S�s zone, it is evicted.
Once the desired number of contacts has been se-

lected the border check procedure need not be
performed until and unless some of the existing

contacts get evicted.
4. Contact-based query

In order to perform contact-based queries, se-

lector nodes must be chosen; then they select and

maintain their contacts (as described above); a

policy is decided upon to perform the query (either
level-by-level or single-shot); then the query is

forwarded and processed. We detail these mecha-

nisms in this section.

4.1. Choosing selectors

The simplest scheme for choosing selectors is

that every node becomes a selector with probability
1. This means, however, that the selection and

maintenance overhead is multiplied by the number

of nodes in the network and the number of contacts

per selector. Instead, we propose that only a small

fraction (x%) of nodes in the network become se-

lectors to decrease the selection overhead. Our

study shows that after a certain point (about 10%

of the nodes or 2% of the links), creation of new
contacts in the network adds very little to improve

performance (we shall discuss this further in the

evaluation section). For robustness reasons we may

also want multiple selectors (e.g., 3 on average) to

be accessible to every node. The selection may also

be a function of available energy, or capability (for

example, in some sensor networks a few nodes may

be designated to collect information), or other
criterion. For simplicity, we do not assume prior

knowledge of such heterogeneity and use a simple

probabilistic method where every node indepen-

dently chooses itself as a selector with probability

(5–10%). A selector node sets a selector bit in the

intra-zone information such that other nodes in the

zone may use its contacts. Nodes that do not have

selectors in their zones, promote themselves to be
selectors after a random time, select their own

contacts and set the selector bit in their intra-zone

information. A node running out of energy (or

overloaded) may stop advertising itself as a selector

thus triggering other nodes to select contacts, and

achieving load balancing.
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4.2. Query policy

When a node issues a query, it first checks if the

target resource exists in its zone (readily available

through the intra-zone link state exchange). If not,
then it issues a query message to a selector node

(either itself is a selector or another selector in its

zone) 5 that in turn forwards the query message to

its contacts. The process by which the search se-

quence progresses depends on the query policy.

We present two policies for query sequence: (i) the

level-by-level contact query, and (ii) the single-shot

contact query.
In the level-by-level contact query approach the

querying node, Q, sends the query message to its

contacts (or those of a selector in its zone), called

the 1st level contacts. If the target is not found

(i.e., no positive reply is returned to Q within a

period t), then Q issues a new query that extends to

the contacts of the previously visited contacts,

called the 2nd level contacts. Unless the target is
found, the process repeats up to the nth level

contacts. (For our study we set n ¼ 5. Our study

shows that for n > 5 we get diminishing returns;

i.e., query success rate almost saturates but over-

head rises.) If the target is still not found, a

fall-back mechanism is used, such as flooding or

border-casting edge-flooding (i.e., ZRP-like [12]);

both alternatives are investigated in the evaluation
section. At any point in the search, if the target is

found, a response is sent back to Q, and the search

terminates at that level. (ii) In the single-shot

contact query the same query is propagated from

the 1st level contacts to the 2nd, and so on until

the nth level contacts.

These two different policies have different mer-

its. The level-by-level approach ends search when a
target is found, and so may take advantage of

object replication by reducing query overhead

drastically (as we will show). The single-shot ap-
5 For this study we assume that if a node is not a selector and

does not have other selectors in its zone then it resorts to

flooding (or edge-flooding as described later). This represents

an upper bound on our overhead. In enhanced versions of the

protocol a node may select contacts on-the-fly using TTL of 2R,
but this may entail using contacts with unknown capabilities,

energy, etc. This is part of on-going work.
proach incurs less delay, and has very comparable

per query overhead to the level-by-level approach

with the proper setting, in case of no replication.

We shall investigate both approaches.

4.3. Query forwarding and processing

The same rules of query processing are applied

in both query policies. Each new query issued by

Q is given a new sequence number, SN. As the

query is passed on from contact to contact, nodes

en-route (and their neighbors for single channel

networks) process it hop-by-hop. Hop-by-hop

processing includes a lookup in the zone table to
check if the target is in-zone. We call this type of

processing �sweeping queries�. In addition, each

node processing the query records its SN and Q.
This record is needed for the time expected to

complete the query, and so is timed out after a few

seconds to be robust to SN wrap-arounds and

failure of Q. If the target is found by the destined

contact, a node en-route, or any of its neighbors, a
response is returned to Q. Each contact, upon re-

ceiving a query message (for which it is the desti-

nation), checks its records for SN and Q; if found
then the query message is simply dropped. We call

this scheme loop prevention. The same cannot be

done for en-route nodes, because the query mes-

sage may be destined to far away contacts, the

zones of which have not been covered before. For
en-route nodes, upon reception of a query mes-

sage, the records are checked for SN and Q, if

found, then another check is performed on the

destination of the query message. If the destination

lies within less than 3 hops away, then the query

message is dropped, otherwise it is propagated.

This reduces search overhead leading to contacts,

the zones of which heavily overlap with zones that
have been investigated before. We call this scheme

re-visit reduction. These schemes proved effective

in reducing the query overhead while having very

little effect on query success.
5. Evaluation and comparison

In this section we describe a set of simula-

tion experiments used to evaluate our proposed
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contact-based query schemes. We analyze the over-

head and success rate of our architecture over

various dimensions; mobility, network size, query

rate, degree of replication and various numbers of

contacts. In addition, we simulate several other

query mechanisms and compare their performance
to the contacts approach, including flooding, ex-

panding ring search and several of its variants, and

the border-casting approach (which we refer to as

edge-flooding).

For the overhead analysis, we investigate the

different overhead components of our schemes in

detail. Particularly, we study packets transmitted

for contact selection and maintenance, the zone
establishment and maintenance and the query

resolution. We also introduce new metrics, based

on the call-to-mobility ratio (CMR), to capture the

effects of the overall traffic as a function of query

rate per mobility unit. This facilitates our com-

parisons.

5.1. Simulation setup

The networks simulated vary in size from 200 to

1000 nodes over a 1 km · 1 km area and varying

radio range (55 m for the 1000 node topology, 70

m for 500 node, and 105 m for the 200 node to-

pology) to keep the node density almost constant.

By node density we mean the average node degree

or number of nodes per zone. Unless stated oth-
erwise, the nodes are randomly distributed over

the area. Also, unless stated otherwise, for mobil-

ity we use the random way point model, in which a

node chooses a random destination and picks a

random velocity from [0; Vmax]. Once the destina-

tion is reached another destination and velocity

are picked randomly, so on. We use a pause time

of 0, i.e., continuous mobility. Vmax was varied
from 2 to 40 m/s. A single channel model was used

in which a broadcast message may be heard by all

neighbors within range. We do not simulate MAC

layer protocols. 6 We use a discrete event simula-
6 Collisions at the MAC layer will be exacerbated by the

excessive query traffic (especially broadcast traffic). Not mod-

eling collisions actually works in favor of flooding-based

protocols, that would have shown even worse performance

had collisions been modeled.
tor that borrows code from NS-2 [33] (mainly

mobility and route computation) in addition to

our own protocol modules for implementing the

various query mechanisms. We present overhead

in terms of packet transmission. 7 Most contact-

based simulations were run using 5–10% selectors
(i.e., 50 selectors for the 1000 node topology, 37

selectors for the 500 node topology and 20 selec-

tors for the 200 node topology), usually using 4

maximum contacts each unless stated otherwise.

Average values shown were averaged over 9 dif-

ferent runs of varying random seeds.
5.2. Contact selection and maintenance overhead

The contact selection and maintenance over-

head reflects the packets sent during the contact

selection, promotion and eviction procedures de-

scribed above. This is expected to be a function of

node mobility and the number of total contacts

selected (i.e., number of selectors and maximum

number of contacts per selector). Therefore, we use
metrics that attempt to capture per contact, per

node and per mobility measures. Also we investi-

gate how the contact selection process is affected

by mobility.

As shown in Fig. 5(a), the contact selection

protocol becomes more efficient (meaning it selects

more contacts) with the increase of velocity. In Fig.

5(b) the overhead of contact selection and main-
tenance is shown for two measures: (i) the overhead

per contact second and (ii) the overhead per node

per second. The former measure (i) indicates

number of messages transmitted to keep a contact

for 1 s; calculated as the ratio of the total packets

transmitted to the sum of contacts through the

simulation (counted every second). Both measures

show linear relationship between overhead and
velocity. The difference between the measures (al-

most a factor of 5) reflects the ratio of nodes to

contacts. One additional overhead measure of in-

terest is the packets per node per second per (m/s),

where (m/s) is the average node velocity (Vmax=2 in
7 We have conducted studies that consider both transmission

and reception and obtained similar trends and conclusions.
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our case). This measure captures overhead re-

gardless of the mobility degree. We refer to such

measure as the normalized overhead of selection

and maintenance (or SM for short). Our simulation

results consistently show that SM for our scheme is
0.02 packets/node/s/(m/s), for all velocities and

over various topologies. This will be used later on

in our comparisons. Simulation results are shown

for 1000 node topology with 55 m range, 50 selector

nodes and 4 contacts per selector over 100 s of

simulation time. Similar SM overhead results were

obtained for the other topologies.

5.2.1. Effect of different mobility models

Because MARQ utilizes mobility, we expect

that it may exhibit different performance under

various mobility models. Therefore, we introduce
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initial normal distribution of node locations. The

sensors move uniformly randomly to cover the
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scenario is shown in Fig. 6(I). Contraction sce-

narios may be encountered when sensors move

towards a common area of interest after being

initially randomly distributed. The sensors pick a
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based on a normal distribution and stop when

destination is reached. This scenario is shown in

Fig. 6(II).
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8 A similar study was conducted for ZRP [12] and similar

results were obtained.
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We evaluate the performance of MARQ for

expansion and contraction models, in terms of
number of selected contacts and contact selection

overhead, and compare it to that under the ran-

dom way point mobility model. The results are

shown in Fig. 7. We see that the number of con-

tacts selected is higher for the expansion model,

due to the fact that many nodes are moving away

from the initial deployment region, which creates

greater opportunity for contact selection. For the
contraction model the number of contacts is

slightly worse than random way point, with all

models achieving very good performance during

higher mobility. In terms of contact selection

overhead, all models experience very similar

overhead during low speeds, with random way

point exhibiting more overhead during higher

speeds, due to its continuous movement. Hence in
general we expect the performance of MARQ for

expansion and contraction models to be close to (if

not better than) random way point, with the gen-

eral trends being quite similar. For the rest of this
document, for brevity, we only show results using

the random way point mobility model.

5.3. Zone overhead

The intra-zone information dissemination pro-

tocol uses link state to update routes to nodes

within R hops away. The overhead incurred by this

protocol is a (linear) function of mobility as shown

in Fig. 8(a). Hence, we use a per mobility metric to
capture overhead independent of mobility degree,

the packets per node per second per (m/s). Fig.

8(b) shows this metric for different radii of link

state exchange. 8 Let us call these values LSðhÞ,
where h indicates the hops extent of link state ex-

change. We are particularly interested in the case

where R ¼ 3. For our scheme LSð3Þ is needed to

establish a zone of radius R ¼ 3, and the overhead
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incurred is �3 packets/node/s/(m/s). For edge-

flooding (Efld) or ZRP R ¼ 3 translates into 2R�
1 ¼ 5 link state exchange to perform the early
termination (ET) algorithm. Hence, for R ¼ 3,

Efld incurs LSð5Þ ¼ 9 packets/node/s/(m/s) over-

head. More on this in the comparison section for

total overhead.
9 Further enhancement of the contact-based query for low

(or no) mobility may be achieved by integrating a static-based

contact selection as in CARD [27,28], where the list of zone

borders is used to direct the contact selection message out-

of-zone and achieve reduced zone overlap with the contacts.

This, however, incurs additional backtracking overhead. Inte-

gration of CARD and MARQ is part of our future work.
5.4. Query overhead and success rate

The overhead is measured in transmitted

packets per query. Success is the number of suc-

cessful queries (or reachable nodes) in the network.

Because the query success of contact-based query

may be lower than the other schemes, we propose
a fall-back (or penalty) scheme. For every unsuc-

cessful contact-based query, we trigger a flooding

or Efld message. This achieves the same reach-

ability for all schemes. We refer to the contact-

based scheme as �c�, and the fall-back schemes as

�cþ flood� and �cþ Efld�, respectively. We first

show results for the level-by-level contact query,

then discuss the single-shot contact query. In this
subsection we study effects of mobility, number of

contacts, number of nodes; i.e., network size (or

topology), and effect of replication. For single-shot

contact query we study the effect of varying the

maximum contact level.

5.4.1. Performance with mobility

In this experiment the velocity (Vmax) was varied
from 0 to 40 m/s (note that 0 velocity means that

only nodes within a zone are reachable and out-
of-zone nodes can only be reached through fall-

back). 9 Results are shown in Fig. 9 for the 1000

node topology; with 25 s simulation, for the first
15 s no queries were triggered to stabilize the

network, then queries were triggered with a rate of

0.15 query per node per second generating 1500

queries. It is very clear that the query overhead

decreases drastically with increase of mobility.

This is explained by investigating the contact-

based reachability; i.e., success rate. With low

mobility, less contacts are selected, and hence there
is a higher percentage of failures, and hence a

higher percentage of fall-backs, and vice versa for

high mobility. Note that the reachability curve

shown is for the contact-based scheme only. After

using fall-back the success rate is same as the other

protocols. The overhead per query shown is for

both contact-based+ fall-back mechanism (i.e.,

that achieving maximum success rate). Fig. 9(c)
shows the overhead ratio for contact-based+ fall-

back over the fall-back; mainly illustrating the

advantages in query overhead obtained by using

contact-based queries (70% improvement over

flooding and 50% improvement over Efld, in high

mobility).
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5.4.2. Varying number of contacts

In order to understand the performance im-

provement due to addition of contacts we conduct

experiments with varying the number of overall

contacts in the network. As shown in Fig. 10, the
success rate increases (and subsequently the query

overhead decreases) with the increase in number of

contacts up to a certain point (around 200) then it

saturates. Increase in number of contacts beyond

this point does not lead to an increase in perfor-
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10 In [12] the querier, Q, sends the request to its borders, and

the borders send it to their borders, so on. Query control

mechanisms are used to reduce redundant querying. Query

detection mechanisms QD-1 (and QD-2) indicate that interme-

diate nodes along the forwarding path (and their neighbors)

record the request information. Upon receiving a request sent

to a border that has been previously visited, the intermediate

node terminates such request. The intermediate node has

knowledge of the previously visited borders in its zone by

maintaining intra-zone information of up to 2R� 1 hops

(instead of the basic zone of R hops). Hence, the redundant

request can be terminated early. This scheme is called early

termination (ET). We further reduce ZRPs overhead by having

a query forwarded by a border node, suppress queries from its

neighboring border nodes.
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mance, but leads to an increase in contact selection

andmaintenance (SM) overhead (discussed earlier).

5.4.3. Varying topologies

We have conducted extensive simulations to
compare our contact-based approach to other

approaches for query such as flooding, expanding

ring search and their variants, and Efld (a variant

of ZRP). The comparison is done for various

network topologies. This first set of comparison

results is shown in Fig. 11. Every point on the

graph represents an average of 9 runs of 500 ran-

dom queries each. Results are shown for three of
the topologies used with 200 (with 105 m range),

500 (with 70 m range) and 1000 nodes (with 55 m

range), respectively. This kept the average node

degree almost constant. The random way point

mobility model was used with a maximum speed

(Vmax) of 40 m/s. For the contact-based mechanism

5–10% of the nodes were randomly chosen to se-

lect four contacts each. For our mechanism (called
simply contacts) the zone radius, R, the LEB and

PB were set to 3 and the UEB to 9. All the flooding

techniques used implemented loop prevention by

multi-transmission suppression (each node upon

receiving a query, records its sequence number and

does not forward another query with the same

sequence number). For smart flooding (smart fld)

we used probabilistic flooding [30]. �Smart fld� re-
sults are shown for settings that achieved success

rate of �85%. This was found to be equivalent to

probabilistic flooding with p ¼ 0:65. Efld incor-

porated loop prevention, and two levels of query
detection and early termination. 10 The same zone

radius (3) is also used for Efld. Expanding ring

search techniques varied the step by which the

TTL is chosen; for ERS it is simply incremented by

1 for every re-try. For ERS-1 is it incremented
exponentially starting with 1 (i.e., TTL increases

with every try as 1, 2, 4, 8, etc.), for ERS-10 the

TTL is also incremented exponentially but starting

from 10, and similarly for ERS-20, starting from

20. The results show a very clear advantage of

using the contacts mechanisms over any other

approach we have studied. Contacts results in

query overhead savings ranging from 80–90%
over flooding, 70–80% over smart flooding and

60–70% over Efld, as shown in Fig. 11(b). The

savings are even greater for all other expanding ring

search techniques studied. Expanding ring search

(ERS) performs particularly poorly due to the
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large-network diameter (around 35). Note however,

that the average query success rate for contacts

(82.6%) was lower than most other schemes (96%)

(unreachability was due to the highly dynamic

mobile network). Although the parameters of con-

tacts (e.g., number of contacts or selectors) may be
tuned to improve reachability, it is hard to obtain

an optimal setting in a highly dynamic environ-

ment. Instead we propose to use Efld as a fall-back

mechanism when a query fails using contacts. We

call such an extended mechanism contacts+Efld.

This extended mechanism has savings over Efld

ranging from 38–54% in query overhead.

5.4.4. Effect of replication

In many cases, object replication may be per-

formed in a sensor network, and hence reachabil-

ity; i.e., success rate, of the contacts scheme alone

may be sufficient for successful queries without

having to fall-back. We have conducted several

replication experiments to estimate the per query

overhead incurred by level-by-level contact-based
query and its success rate as a function of the rep-

lication ratio. Replication ratio represents the

number of times the object is inserted into the

network; ratio of 1 means only 1 copy (no repli-

cation), which was the case in our discussions

above, ratio of 2 means the object is inserted in 2

randomly selected nodes in the network, so on.

Results in Fig. 12 are shown for 1000 node to-
pology, at 40 m/s, with 50 selectors and 4 contacts

per selector. We notice a drastic improvement in

performance. Adding only 1 copy of the objects
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Fig. 12. Effect of replication on the query overhead and th
results in over 60% reduction in query overhead,

and increase of success rate from 81.5% to 92.2%.

Note that except for ERS and its variants, over-

head of the other schemes (flooding and Efld) per

query does not change drastically with replication.

For ERS and its variants the overhead is still very
high (even with replication ratio of 4 the best ERS

variant, ERS-1, is still well above 500 packets per

query). For replication ratio of 4, the contact-

based query incurs only 2.2% per query overhead

as does flooding, and 5.5% as does Efld, for about

3.5% less success rate (92.2% vs. 96%).

5.4.5. Effect of contact level

For the above experiments we set the maximum

level (nth) of contacts to 5. We did not attempt to

optimize this value thus far because it had little

effect on level-by-level contact query because the

search terminates when the object is found. For

single-shot contact query, however, this value may

be important because the search does not termi-

nate when an object is found, but it continues until
the nth level (or before if looping is detected on all

search branches). Hence, we conducted a set of

experiments to investigate the effect of varying the

maximum contact level on query overhead and

reachability. We also investigated the change in

number of contacts per selector. Simulation results

are shown in Fig. 13 for 1000 node topology, with

50 selectors at 40 m/s. Fig. 13(a) shows the results
for single-shot contact (c1 for short) with flooding

as fall-back, while (b) shows results for c1 with

Efld as fall-back (notice the difference in y-axis
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scale). It is quite clear that there are optimum

operating points for combinations of number of

contacts (NoC for short) and contact level. This is
equivalent to solving the following optimization

problem: minimize c1þ ð1� successÞ � fall-back,
where c1 is the average overhead for the single-

shot contact query, success is the rate of success

for the single-shot contact query, and fall-back

is the average overhead for the fall-back mecha-

nism. It is surprising that the results for optimum

single-shot contact are quite close to those for
level-by-level contact, with the caveat that for the

single-shot scheme the parameters (contact level

and NoC) need to be optimized. If we over-esti-

mate the parameters this may cause the single-shot

scheme to perform poorly. It seems, however, that

for 3 or 4 contacts, the performance is relatively

insensitive to contact levels above 3. Similar curves

(i.e., against contact level and NoC) for level-
by-level contacts show that performance does not

degrade if we over-estimate, but it almost saturates

due to termination of search for found objects.
5.5. Total overhead

The total overhead of the contacts protocol

includes components other than query overhead,

such as (i) zone maintenance, and (ii) contact se-

lection and maintenance. The link state overhead

repairs link failures due to mobility and hence is a

function of mobility (as we have shown). A general
way to represent such overhead is per node per m/s
of mobility. For link state exchange over R ¼ 3

(what we called LSð3Þ) hops we get 3 packets per

second per node per m/s of mobility. The contact
selection and maintenance is also a function of

mobility. Hence, the effectiveness of our scheme

depends on the call-to-mobility ratio (CMR), or

the query rate per m/s (called q). The cost to select

and maintain contacts and zones must be amor-

tized by the query rate or CMR. For very small

CMR the benefits of the contacts architecture may

not show. We plot the relationship between the
CMR query rate q, and the overhead normalized

by the overhead of flooding. q represents the av-

erage per node query per km; q is small for very

high mobility.

The total overhead (in packets/s/node/(m/s)) is

function of q and is obtained as follows. Let TEfld,
TEfld, Tc and TcþEfld be the total overhead for

flooding, Efld, contacts, and contacts with fall-
back to Efld, respectively. Also, let fld, Efld, c and
ce be the overhead per query (in packets) for those

protocols, in order. Note that with fall-back

ce ¼ cþ ð1� successÞEfld0, where Efld0 is the Efld

overhead with R ¼ 3 link state exchange. Let SM

be the contact selection and maintenance overhead

(as explained earlier), and LS be the zone link state

overhead. We get:

Tfld ¼ q � fld;

TEfld ¼ LSð2R� 1Þ þ q � Efld;

Tc ¼ LSðRÞ þ q � cþ SM;
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TcþEfld ¼ LSðRÞ þ q � ceþ SM

¼ LSðRÞ þ q � ðcþ ð1� successÞ � Efld0Þ

þ SM:

For R ¼ 3, we get LSð3Þ ¼ 3 and LSð5Þ ¼ 9, and

for the settings on our study for the contact-based

scheme, we have SM¼ 0.02. fld, Efld and c (or ce)
are obtained in our simulations for the different

topologies. We plot the ratios

Tc
Tfld

� �
;

TcþEfld

Tfld

� �
and

TEfld
Tfld

� �

in Fig. 14.

As shown in Fig. 14 benefits of contacts over

flooding start to show at q between 5 and 10 query/

km. For higher values of q (around 400 queries/

km) the ratio of the total contacts overhead to the

flooding overhead approaches 14–20% for the

contacts approach and 22–28% for the extended
contacts +Efld approach.
6. Related work

We address the problem of query resolution and

resource discovery in infrastructure-less wireless

mobile sensor networks. Hence, architectures that

require infrastructure (e.g., DNS) or that assume

existence of underlying routing are not suitable for

our problem. Centralized approaches are neither

robust nor scalable.

Perhaps the simplest form of resource discovery
is global flooding. This scheme does not scale well

as we have shown. Hence, it is our design goal to

avoid global flooding. Expanding ring search uses

repeated flooding with incremental TTL. This

approach and its derivatives also do not scale well

as we have shown.

Related work on smart or efficient flooding has

been proposed in [24,29–31]. These techniques at-
tempt to reduce the redundancy inherent in

flooding, and may be integrated in our work to

provide more efficient zone establishment instead

of regular link state protocol. One major difference
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between smart flooding and MARQ is that smart

flooding reduces the redundant messages in que-

rying every node in the network, whereas MARQ

attempts to create a small world and only queries a

small number of nodes (the contacts) on the order

of the degrees of separation from source to target.
In relatively sparse networks (some of which we

include in our study) smart flooding will not be

very effective since there is no significant redun-

dancy in flooding anyway. In our simulations we

have compared MARQ to probabilistic flooding.

Other related work lies in the areas of sensor

networks and ad hoc wireless networks.

Approaches in ad hoc networks that address
scalability employ hierarchical schemes based on

clusters or landmarks (e.g., LANMAR [5,6]).

These architectures, however, require complex

coordination between nodes, and are susceptible to

major re-configuration (e.g., adoption, re-election

schemes) due to mobility or failure of the cluster-

head or landmark. Furthermore, usually the clus-

ter-head becomes a bottleneck. Hence, in general
we avoid the use of complex coordination schemes

for hierarchy formation, and we avoid using

cluster-heads.

In GLS [7] an architecture is presented that is

based on a grid map of the network (that all nodes

know of). Nodes recruit location servers to main-

tain their location. Nodes update their location

using an ID-based algorithm. Nodes looking for
location of a specific ID use the same algorithm to

reach a location server with updated information.

This is a useful architecture when a node knows

the network grid map, knows its own location

(through GPS or other means), and knows the ID

of the node it wishes to contact. These assump-

tions may not hold in our case, especially that a

source node has to know the specific ID of the
target node and uses that ID to locate the traget�s
location servers. By contrast, in our architecture, a

source node may be looking for a target resource

residing at a node with an ID unknown to the

source node.

The algorithm proposed in [4,8] uses global in-

formation about node locations to establish short

cuts or friends, and uses geographic routing to
reach the destination. It is unclear how such ar-

chitecture is feasible with mobility. Also, such
work does not specify the number of short cuts to

create. In addition, the destination ID (and loca-

tion) must be known in advance, which may not be

the case in resource discovery.

In ZRP [9–12] the concept of hybrid routing is

used, where link state is used intra-zone and on-
demand routing is used inter-zone. Border-casting

(flooding between borders) is used to discover in-

ter-zone routes. A good feature in ZRP is that a

zone is node-specific. Hence, there is no complex

coordination susceptible to mobility as in cluster-

head approaches. We use the concept of zone in

our architecture. However, we avoid border-cast-

ing by using contacts out-of-zone. The main con-
cepts upon which contacts were designed (small

world graphs and mobility-assisted contact selec-

tion) are fundamentally different than ZRPs bor-

der-casting. Also, as a routing protocol, ZRP

attempts to search for shortest paths and minimize

the response time for route discovery. In our de-

sign we make a clear trade-off between route op-

timality (that is not the primary goal in query
resolution) and communication overhead. We

have compared the performance of ZRP and the

contact-based approach through simulations. The

contacts based approach incurs significantly lower

overhead and has much more desirable scalability

characteristics than ZRP for query resolution.

Detailed comparisons against ZRP-like approach

(that we refer to in this paper as edge-of-zone
flooding, or Efld) were presented in Section 5.

For object tracking, in SCOUT [14] an archi-

tecture was presented that is based on hierarchy

formation. Using concepts borrowed from land-

mark hierarchy [13], where wireless devices self-

configure in a multi-level hierarchy of parent

nodes and children nodes. Each level is associated

with a radius to which the device advertises itself.
To configure the hierarchy complex mechanisms

for promotion, demotion, and adoption are used.

These mechanisms are susceptible to major re-

configurations with mobility. This is mentioned

clearly in their work. The root nodes of the hier-

archy use global flooding to send advertisements.

These advertisements are sent periodically. If the

root nodes fail or move, new root nodes may be
elected, and all nodes in the network may need to

re-map all tracked objects. This does not scale well
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under dynamic conditions. The work presents two

schemes that may be supported by the hierarchy,

called SCOUT-AGG and SCOUT-MAP. In

SCOUT-AGG object information is aggregated

up the hierarchy. Queries travel up the hierarchy

tree until the object is found. This query scheme
may degenerate to flooding if the object summaries

in many devices in the hierarchy indicate that they

may have the object. SCOUT-MAP uses indirec-

tion through a device locator. A hashing scheme is

used to route to the device locator (which has in-

formation about the tracking device). The hash

depends on the number and identity of children of

each device in the hierarchy that will be involved in
this routing. Hence, a change in the number or

identity of children for any of the en-route devices

will cause re-hashing. Children for any devices at

any level often change with mobility. A re-hash of

the objects and their device locators is needed with

mobility, in addition to re-configuration of the

hierarchy. The performance of the SCOUT ar-

chitecture degrades drastically with node mobility
and network dynamics.

Directed diffusion [17,18] provides a data dis-

semination paradigm for sensor networks. This

scheme targets continuous queries in sensor net-

works. Without availability of geographic infor-

mation about the sensors or the sensed

information, directed diffusion uses flooding to

advertise the interests from sinks to sources
throughout the network. Data delivery occurs over

diffusion paths re-inforced by the sources. Interests

are periodically refreshed by the sinks. For con-

tinuous queries the cost of flooding may be am-

ortized over the amount of information exchanged

over possibly extended periods of time. For high

mobility or for short-lived/one-shot queries, how-

ever, directed diffusion may incur excessive over-
head especially in large-scale networks, where

flooding is quite costly. We believe that in such

situations, our contact-based architecture can be

integrated with directed diffusion to discover re-

sources in a scalable manner instead of using

flooding mechanisms.

In [23] a data-centric storage architecture was

proposed for sensor networks. The architecture
uses distributed hash tables that map objects into

locations in the network. The object/data is stored
in the node nearest to that location. Geographic

routing is used to route the data to that location.

Nodes interested in the data use consistent hashing

on that object�s identifier and get the location at

which the data is stored. Data is replicated in

nodes near to that location in case of movement of
the node nearest to that location. This scheme may

be well-suited for scenarios in which geographic

information and routing are available, and in

which the network boundary is fixed and known a

priori such that consistent hashing leads to a lo-

cation within the boundaries of the network. This

scheme was not designed for situations where

geographic information is not available. These are
situations we address in this paper.

In [20–22] approaches are proposed that treat

the sensor network as a database. Concepts of

data-centric and in-network processing are em-

phasized, and query resolution is presented as one

of the essential mechanisms for sensor networks.

The MARQ architecture presented in this paper

fits in that model, and provides a very efficient
alternative for query resolution of one-shot, simple

queries for potentially replicated data.

The ACQUIRE algorithm [32] was proposed

for complex query resolution in sensor networks,

where the query message is active, querying up to d
hops away in each step. This is similar to the zone

concept used in this paper. That work does not use

mobility-assisted techniques nor does it attempt to
reduce zone overlaps. The amortization factor, c,
has some parallels to the query rate, q. The AC-

QUIRE paper presented an analytical framework

to evaluate query resolution mechanisms. We plan

to leverage such framework to model MARQ in

future work.

Rumor routing is proposed in [26] as an alter-

native to reduce flooding overhead for interests in
directed diffusion. It was designed for continuous

(long-term) queries.

In [19] diffusion mechanisms are presented in

which sensors are selectively queried for correlated

data based on gain vs. cost.

Other data dissemination protocols for sen-

sor networks include SPIN [24], Gossiping, and

LEACH [25]. These protocols are designed for data
dissemination (not query resolution for potentially

replicated data that we address in our scheme).
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Also, these protocols do not utilize mobility to in-

crease performance. This seems to be a unique

feature of ourMARQ scheme that has proven to be

quite valuable in high mobility scenarios.
7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have presented a novel archi-

tecture for efficient query resolution in sensor

networks, for one-shot, simple queries of poten-

tially replicated data. Our architecture, MARQ,

uses the concept of zones, formed using link state

exchange up to R hops, and introduces the concept
of contacts that extend beyond zones by utilizing

mobility. Contacts represent short cuts in the

wireless network that attempt to reduce the de-

grees of separation between the queriers and the

targets. Contacts are initially selected from within

the zone, and become more valuable with mobility

as they move out of zone. This allows the selecting

node a chance to intelligently choose its contacts
from nodes it already knows.

Mechanisms for efficient, mobility-assisted,

contact selection and maintenance have been pre-

sented and evaluated. Our evaluation shows that

performance of these mechanisms improves with

mobility; a feature that is unique to our MARQ

architecture.

Detailed evaluation of the performance (in
terms of overhead and success rate) was carried

out, for various mobility degrees, network sizes,

and degrees of replication. The results were com-

pared to several other well-known query resolu-

tion schemes (including flooding, expanding ring

search and its variants, and edge-of-zone flood-

ing). For non-replicated objects, results indicate

improvement of 70–90% over flooding, 60–70%
over edge-of-zone flooding, and greater for ex-

panding ring search mechanisms. For replicated

objects, the savings are even more drastic with our

level-by-level contact-based query mechanism; for

3 randomly placed object replicas savings of over

90% are obtained.

Our mechanisms do not assume availability of

geographic information and are totally distributed
and self-organizing. Robustness to failures is ob-

tained by using a loosely coupled simple hierar-
chy scheme based on independent node-specific

zones.

Plans of our future work include further im-

provement of our mechanisms by introducing

heuristics for contact selection for static networks.

One possible direction that is currently being in-
vestigated is to actively send selection messages

out-of-zone (e.g., up to 2R hops) using borders to

which the selecting node has disjoint routes.

Other related research issues to investigate in-

clude mobility-assisted object replication to im-

prove per query overhead. The main idea is to

replicate the data by sending it to nearby nodes

that are moving away. This idea also utilizes mo-
bility and reduces the overhead of replication in

the sensor network.
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